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Photography is in Sealey Brandt’s blood but children have been Brandt’s pure source of inspiration ever since she happened to discover a very special series of images taken in black and white by her late father ‘Brian Brandt’.

After some 25 years working in the advertising industry throughout the world, Brandt stumbled upon her next calling when visiting her father’s studio as an adult. Finding one particular set of poster size pictures of her and her brother as children completely changed the course of her life.

Brandt’s clients are in gracious nurturing hands as she makes them feel so comfortable in front of the camera and proceeds to capture unique and spontaneous moments of children and people being themselves, on black and white film. With a large emphasis on the children in her care having fun, Brandt has built a strong professional
reputation and a most personally rewarding business through trust, expertise and sheer intangible intuition. Approaching each shoot with remarkable ease considering the menagerie and unpredictable nuances of her young characters’ moods, Brandt strives to capture the rare candidly real moments of people comfortably being themselves.